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This paper develops necessary and sufficient conditions for pointwise inversion of
Fourier transforms on rank one symmetric spaces of non-compact type for func-
tions in the piecewise smooth category. This extends results of Pinsky for isotropic
Riemannian manifolds of constant curvature. Methodologically, a similar result on
the Jacobi transform and a transplantation scheme from even dimensional spaces to
certain odd dimensional real hyperbolic spaces naturally enter the picture.  1997
Academic Press
1. INTRODUCTION
One of the central problems in harmonic analysis concerns the recovery
of functions from eigenfunction expansions corresponding to a Laplacian.
In the category of piecewise smooth functions, one of us [P] has deter-
mined necessary and sufficient conditions for the pointwise inversion of the
Fourier transform and related eigenfunction expansions in spaces of con-
stant curvature. A broader perspective of the problem of pointwise Fourier
inversion was presented in [PT] based on a wave equation approach. On
odd dimensional isotropic manifolds of constant curvature (Euclidean
space, real hyperbolic space, and spheres) the results in the latter paper are
particularly elegant due to the local nature of the solution formula for the
basic wave equation initial value problem. In even dimensions, the non-
local nature of the solution formula complicates the methodology and the
nature of the results.
The focus of this paper is extension of the results in [P] in the piecewise
smooth category to the rank one symmetric spaces of non-compact type,
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which may be viewed as hyperbolic spaces over the real, complex, quater-
nion, and octonian number fields. Except for the odd dimensional real
hyperbolic spaces, all of these spaces have even dimension and the com-
plexities found in [PT] carry over into our methodology. Our approach to
this problem is essentially two-fold. Because of the connection between the
spherical functions on rank one symmetric spaces and Jacobi functions
[K], in Section 2 we provide necessary and sufficient conditions for
pointwise inversion of the Jacobi transform in terms of the associated
Jacobi parameters. The methods are akin to those developed in [P]
involving asymptotics of the associated Jacobi differential equation. In the
first part of Section 3 the results Section 2 have immediate application in
the rank one symmetric spaces. This leaves open the problem of identifica-
tion of the limit of the Fourier partial sum operator. This is accomplished
using two methods in the latter part of Section 3 by transplanting the
problem to an associated problem in an odd dimensional real hyperbolic
space where the wave equation methods come to the rescue in one proof
and heat equation methods in the other. The transplantation scheme is
based on refinementsspecial cases of a formula due to Koornwinder [K].
Section 4 contains two results which further indicate the geometric content
of the transplantation scheme.
2. POINTWISE INVERSION OF THE JACOBI TRANSFORM
We follow the notations of Koornwinder [K]. The Jacobi transform
depends on two parameters (:, ;) through the function 2(t) defined by
2(t)=2:, ;(t)=(2 sinh t)2:+1 (2 cosh t)2;+1. (2.1)
The kernel is the Jacobi function .*(t)=. (:, ;)* (t), the unique regular solu-
tion of the differential equation
."*(t)+
2$(t)
2(t)
.$*(t)+(*2+\2) .*(t)=0, .*(0)=1
where \=:+;+1. The parameters (:, ;) are assumed to satisfy the
inequality |;|:+1; in particular :&1.
The Jacobi transform is defined by the integral
f (*)=|

0
f (t) .*(t) 2(t) dt. (2.2)
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In order to obtain the inverse transform, we introduce the c-function
c(*)=c:, ;(*) :=2\&i*
1(:+1) 1(i*)
1( 12 (\+i*)) 1(
1
2 (:&;+1+i*))
. (2.3)
The spherical partial sum of the Jacobi integral of f is defined as
fM(t)=
1
2? |
M
0
f (*) .*(t) |c(*)| &2 d*.
If f is the restriction of an even C function with compact support, then
according to [K, Theorem 2.3], f (t)=limM   fM(t). However, we shall
see below that this fails if f is only piecewise C. First we examine the
model case of an indicator function.
2.1. A Model Case
The basic indicator function is defined as
f (t)=1[0, R](t)={1, 0tR0, otherwise.
Proposition 2.1. In this case limM fM(t) exists for all t>0; limM fM(0)
exists if and only if :<12.
This is obtained through the following series of lemmas. In order to sim-
plify the notations, we introduce the auxiliary quantities
+=- *2+\2, D(t)=t
2:+1
2(t)
.
The function D(t) is smooth and positive on every compact set 0tR.
When *  , we also have +   with +=*+O(1*).
Lemma 2.2. The Jacobi function satisfies the following asymptotic rela-
tions when *  . There exist constants A: , %: such that
.*(t)=
A:D(t)
(+t):+12 _cos(+t&%:)+O \
1
*+& ,
(2.4)
.$*(t)=&
A:D(t) +
(+t):+12 _sin(+t&%:)+O \
1
*+& .
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Proof. We use the method of Olver [O, Chap. 12], which consists in
transforming the equation by means of the new dependent variable =.- 2
so that
"(t)=- 2 ."+
2$
- 2
.$+. - 2"=&- 2(*2+\2) .+(- 2)" .
or
"+\*2+\2&(- 2)"- 2 + =0.
A similar transformation is applied to the radial Bessel equation
."1+
2:+1
t
.$1+(*2+\2) .1=0
whose solution is
.1(t ; *)=c:
J:(+t)
(+t):
and where the constant is chosen so that .1(0; *)=1. According to [O,
Theorem 4.1, p. 444], on any compact interval 0tR we have the
asymptotic equivalence
.*(t)=D(t) .1(t ; *)+lower order terms, *  ,
where the lower order terms can be represented as descending powers of *
multiplied by suitable oscillatory terms. On the other hand, the Bessel func-
tion has the asymptotic formula for large x: there exist constants C: , %:
such that
J:(x)=
C:
- x _cos(x&%:)+O \
1
x+& x  .
Hence absorbing constants, for any fixed t>0,
.1(t)=
c:
(+t):+12 _cos(+t&%)+O \
1
*+& ,
and collecting constants yields (2.4) with a similar formula for the
derivative. K
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A complete asymptotic expansion in terms of Bessel functions was
obtained by Trimeche [T].
Lemma 2.3. If f (t)=1[0, R](t), then there exists a constant C=C(R)
such that the Jacobi transform satisfies the asymptotic estimate
f (*)=
C
+:+32 _sin(R+&%)+O \
1
*+& .
Proof. From the Jacobi differential equation we have
(2(t) .$*(t))$+(*2+\2) 2(t) .*(t)=0
2(R) .$*(R)+(*2+\2) |
R
0
2(t) .*(t) dt=0.
Thus
f (*)=&
2(R) .$*(R)
*2+\2
from which the result follows from Lemma 2.2. K
Lemma 2.4. The c-function has the asymptotic behavior |c(*)| 2t
const|*| 2:+1, *  .
Proof. We recall Stirling’s formula for the Gamma function in the com-
plex domain [H. Vol. 2, p. 42],
1(z)=(2?)12 e(z&12) log z&z+J(z),
where the logarithm is the principal branch and the Binet function satisfies
|J(z)|}(%)|z| in any sector |arg (z)|%<?. We apply this successively
with z=i*, z=i*2+\2, z=i*2+(:&;+1)2. Thus for *>0
1(i*)=(2?)12 e(i*&12) log i*&i*+J(i*)
=(2?)12 e(i*&12)(log *+i?2)&i*+J(i*)
|1(i*)| 2=2?e&*?&log *+2 Re J(i*)
=2?
e&*?
* _1+O \
1
*+& , *  .
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Similarly, for any fixed A0,
1(A+i*2)
=(2?)12 e(A+i*2&12) log(A+i*2)&(A+i*2)+J(A+i*2)
=(2?)12 e(A+i*2&12)(log - A2+*24+i arctan(*2A))&(A+i*2)+J(A+i*2),
|1(A+i*2)| 2
=2?e(A&12) log(A2+*24)&* arctan(*2A)&2A+Re J(A+i*2)
=2?(A2+*24)A&12 e&* arctan(*2A)&2A _1+O \1*+& .
Applying this twice to A, B0 yields
|1(i*)| 2
|1(A+i*2)| 2 |1(B+i*2)| 2
=
2?e&*?*
(2?)2 *2A+2B&2e&*?e&2A&2B _1+O \
1
*+&
=
const
*2A+2B&1 _1+O \
1
*+& .
Taking A=\2=(:+;+1)2 and B=(:&;+1)2 we find that 2A+
2B&1=2:+1, whence the result. K
Proof of Proposition 2.1. From the above three lemmas, we see that the
spherical partial sum
fM(0)=
1
2? |
M
0
f (*) |c(*)| &2 d*
with the asymptotic formula for the integrand
f (*) |c(*)|&2=
C(R)
+:+32 _sin(R+&%)+O \
1
*+& *2:+1 \1+O \
1
*++
=const *:&12 _sin(R - *2+\2&%)+O \1*+& .
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If : 12 this integral diverges when M  . On the other hand, if :<
1
2 then
the remainder term is an absolutely convergent integral while the principal
term can be integrated by parts to prove convergence,
|
M
1
*:&12
- *2+\2
*R
d(cos(R - *2+\2&%))
=o(1)+|
M
1
cos(R - *2+\2&%) d(*:&12 - *2+\2*)
which is an absolutely convergent integral, completing the proof of con-
vergence at t=0. To study the convergence at t>0, note that from
Lemma 2.2, we obtain an additional factor of +:+12 in the denominator,
leading to the consideration of an integrand whose asymptotic form is
+&1[cos(+t & %) sin(R+ & %) + O(1*)], which is convergent for any
t>0. K
2.2. The General Case
We now pass from the model case to the case of a general piecewise
smooth function f (t), 0tR.
Definition 2.5. A complex valued function t  f (t) is piecewise smooth
if there exists a subdivision
0=a0<a1< } } } <aK=R
with f (t)=0 for tR and f (t) of class C on each sub-interval (ai&1 , ai)
with the limits f (ai&0), f (ai+0) existing for f and all of its derivatives.
The differentiability index J( f ) is defined by
J( f )=max[ j : t  f ( j)(t) is a continuous function].
For any piecewise smooth function we have J( f )&1; J( f )=&1
signifies discontinuity; J( f )=0 signifies continuity with a discontinuous
derivative; J( f )=1 signifies a continuous first derivative but a discon-
tinuous second derivative; etc.
The jump operator $ is defined at the subdivision points by
$f (ai) :=f (ai+0)& f (ai&0), 1iK.
By hypothesis the quantities $f ( j)(ai) are also well defined for all j0.
We now formulate the principal result.
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Theorem 2.6. Suppose that f (t) is piecewise smooth. Then for t>0,
limM fM(t) exists. At t=0, limM fM(0) exists if and only if the differen-
tiability index J( f ) satisfies J( f )>:&32.
In order to prove this we develop some further lemmas, K and R are as
in Definition 2.5. The Jacobi differential operator L is defined by
Lf (t)= f "(t)+
2$(t)
2(t)
f $(t).
If f is piecewise smooth, Lf (t) is defined everywhere except at the subdivi-
sion points ai , 1iK.
Lemma 2.7. For any piecewise smooth function f (t) we have
(*2+\2) f (*)= :
1iK
2(ai)[.$*(ai)($f )(ai)&.*(ai)($f $)(ai)]&Lf@(*).
Proof. We multiply the Jacobi differential equation by f (t) and
integrate by parts on each subinterval to obtain
0=(*2+\2) |
ai
ai&1
2(t) .*(t) f (t) dt+2(ai) .$*(ai) f (ai)
&2(ai&1) .$*(ai&1) f (ai&1)&|
ai
ai&1
2(t) .$*(t) f $(t) dt.
Summing this for 1iK yields
0=(*2+\2) f (*)& :
1iK
2(ai) .$*(ai) $f (ai)&|
R
0
2(t) .$*(t) f $(t) dt.
The last integral can be integrated by parts on each subinterval as follows:
|
ai
ai&1
2(t) f $(t) .$*(t) dt
=2(t) f $(t) .*(t)| aiai&1&|
ai
ai&1
[2(t) f $(t)]$ .*(t) dt.
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Summing for 1iK yields
|
R
0
2(t) .$*(t) f (t) dt
=& :
1iK
2(ai) .*(ai)($f $)(ai)&|
R
0
2(t) .*(t) Lf (t) dt
Making the substitution above yields
(*2+\2) f (*)= :
1iK
2(ai) .$*(ai)($f )(ai)+|
R
0
2(t) .$*(t) f $(t) dt
= :
1iK
2(ai)[.*(ai)($f )(ai)&.*(ai)($f $)(ai)]
&|
R
0
2(t) .*(t) Lf (t) dt,
as required. K
This is now iterated to obtain the following finite expansion of the Jacobi
transform.
Lemma 2.8. For any piecewise smooth function f (t) and any N=1, 2, ...,
f (*)= :
N
j=1
(&1) j&1
(*2+\2) j
:
1iK
2(ai)[.*(ai)($(L j&1f ))(ai)
&.*(ai) $(L j&1f )$ (ai)]+
(&1)N
(*2+\2)N
LNf@ (*).
Proof. Apply Lemma 2.7 repeatedly with f replaced by Lf, L2f, ...,
LN&1f. K
We obtain an asymptotic expansion as follows:
Lemma 2.9. Suppose that f has differentiability index J=J( f ). Then we
have the asymptotic formula when *  
f (*)=
1
+:+52+J _ :1iK Ai cos(ai+&%i)+O \
1
*+&
where Ai {0 for some i, 1iK.
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Proof. It suffices to consider separately J=&1, 0, ... . In the first two
cases we apply Lemma 2.7 directly, applying the asymptotics of .* , .$*
from Lemma 2.2; in the case J=&1 we see from Lemma 2.7 that $f (ai){0
for some i, hence
+2f (*)=
1
+:&12
:
1iK
$f (ai) 2(ai) sin(+ai&%)+O \ 1*:+12+ .
In the case J=0 we again apply Lemma 2.7, noting that $f (ai)=0 for all
i but $f $(ai){0 for some i. Hence
+2f (*)=
1
+:+12
:
1iK
$f $(ai) 2(ai) cos(+&ai&%)+O \ 1*:+32+ .
In the general case of J=2k&1 odd, we apply Lemma 2.8 with
N=k+1. The first non-zero term corresponds to the coefficient of .* ; thus
+2k+2f (*)=
1
+:&12
:
1iK
$(Lk+1f )(ai) 2(ai) sin(+ai&%)+O \ 1*:+12+;
thus the first reciprocal power of + in the expansion of f (*) is :&
1
2+2k+2=:+J+
5
2 .
In the general case of J=2k even, we apply Lemma 2.8 with N=k+1.
The first non-zero term corresponds to the coefficient of .* ; thus
+2k+2f (*)=
1
+:+12
:
1iK
$(Lk+1f )(ai) 2(ai) cos(+ai&%)+O \ 1*:+32+;
thus the first reciprocal power of + in the expansion of f (*) is
:+ 12+2k+2=:+J+
5
2 as in the first case, which completes the proof. K
Proof of Theorem 2.6. Having obtained the asymptotic form of the
Jacobi transform, we can proceed exactly as in the proof of Proposition 2.1,
replacing :& 12 by :&J&
3
2 at each occurrence. We always obtain con-
vergence at t>0, while the convergence at t=0 is obtained if and only if
:&J& 32<0, as promised. K
3. FOURIER INVERSION ON RANK ONE SYMMETRIC SPACE
We begin with a few group theoretic preliminaries leading to the known
connection between spherical functions on rank one symmetric space and
Jacobi functions [K]. Let G be a connected semisimple Lie group with
finite center, g its Lie algebra (basic reference for structure theory of Lie
groups and algebras is [He1]). Let g=k+p be a Cartan decomposition;
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the subalgebra k corresponds to the maximal compact subgroup K. Let a
be a maximal abelian subalgebra of p; we assume that dim a=1; i.e., the
real rank of G is one and the symmetric space X=GK has rank one. The
origin in X is denoted O and is the identity coset, O=eK. Functions on X
will be written in the form f (x), in the group theoretic form f (g b O) where
x= g b O, or, following standard abuse of notation, by f (g) where f is the
corresponding right K-invariant function on G.
The positive roots are # and 2#, the corresponding root spaces by g# and
g2# , with root space dimensions m# and m2# . Select H # a such that
#(H)=1; this permits identifying a with R via the map R % t  tH # a, and
a*C with C via C % *  *# # a*C . The commutative subgroup with Lie algebra
a is denoted A; via the above identification we write A=[at=exp(tH) :t # R].
Set := 12(m#+m2#&1) and ;=
1
2 (m2#&1). Two decompositions of G of use
to us are:
1. Polar decomposition: G=KAK. Further, two cosets KAtK and
KasK are equal if and only if t=\s. It follows that x # X can be written
in the form x=kat b O for some k # K and some unique t0; t is the dis-
tance from x to the origin O. In particular this implies that K-invariant
functions f on X can be identified with even functions on R. Haar measure
dg on G can be normalized so that
|
X
f (x) dx=|
G
f (g) dg, (3.1)
where dx is Riemannian measure on X. Up to a constant multiple Haar
measure dg on G satisfies
|
G
f (g) dg=|
K
|

0
f (kat) 2(t) dt dk, (3.2)
where 2(t)=2:, ;(t) is given in (2.1) and dk is normalized measure on K.
We normalize dg and dx so that both (3.1) and (3.2) hold.
2. Iwasawa decomposition: G=KAN. Here N is the subgroup with
Lie algebra n=g#+g2# (direct sum). The map (k, at , n)  katn is an
analytic diffeomorphism of K_A_N onto G. We write for g # G, g=k(g)
exp(H(g)) n(g). It is known that the map A_N % (at , n)  at n b O # X is a
surjective diffeomorphism. Consequently dim(X)=m#+m2#+1.
The radial part of the LaplaceBeltrami operator on X (corresponding
to polar decomposition) is given by [He2, K]:
Lr=
d 2
dt2
+[(2:+1) coth t+(2;+1) tanh t]
d
dt
. (3.3)
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The spherical function on X is the unique K-invariant (radial) solution of
the equation
Lu=&(*2+\2) u
satisfying u(O)=1; here \= 12 (m#+2m2#) and L is the Laplace-Beltrami
operator on X. From (3.3) it follows that the spherical function .*=.X* on
X can be expressed as a Jacobi function
.*(at)=. (:, ;)* (t).
Further, with the normalization of measure on X given in (3.2), the spheri-
cal transform of a K-invariant function f defined on X, i.e.,
f (*)=|
X
f (x) .&*(x) dx,
is expressible as a Jacobi transform (2.2) with parameters (:, ;) of the func-
tion t  f (at b O) [K]. Inversion of the spherical transform [He2]
f (x)=
1
2? |

0
f (*) .*(x) |c(*)|&2 d*, (3.4)
where c(*) is Harish-Chandra’s c-function given by (2.3), also corresponds
to Jacobi transform inversion.
The following table determined by classification summarizes information
on the rank one symmetric spaces [He1,FK]:
G K n m# m2# : ; dim X
SOe(n, 1) SO(n) n2 n&1 0
n&2
2
&
1
2
n
SU(n, 1) S(U(n)_U(1)) n1 2(n&1) 1 n&1 0 2n
Sp(n, 1) Sp(n)_Sp(1) n2 4(n&1) 3 2n&1 1 4n
F4(&20) Sp(9) 2 8 7 7 3 16
It is known that the spherical function .*( } ) # Lq(X ) for all q>2 and
* # [0, ) (this follows from estimates of the spherical function respectively
Jacobi functions [B, K]). Consequently, the spherical transform of a
K-invariant function f # L p(X) (1p<2) exists as an absolutely convergent
integral, the spherical transform on L2(X ) is defined via the Plancherel
theory [He2].
Motivated by the results of Section 2 and the above discussion we intro-
duce the following definition.
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Definition 3.1. A K-invariant function f on X is said to be piecewise
smooth if the map [0, ) % t  f (at) is piecewise smooth. The differen-
tiability index of f is defined to be that of this map.
We consider the following truncated version of (3.4), the spherical partial
sum
fM(x)=
1
2? |
M
0
f (*) .*(x) |c(*)| &2 d*.
The following is one of the principal results concerning convergence of
fM(x).
Theorem 3.2. Let f be a piecewise smooth K-invariant function on X.
Then
(i) for x{O, limM fM(x) exists;
(ii) at x=O, limM fM(O) exists if and only if the differentiability
index satisfies
J( f )_dim X&32 & .
(iii) Moreover if the latter condition holds then limM fM(O)=
limt  0 f (at b O).
Proof. Here we prove the first two statements; the proof of the third is
in Subsection 3.2. The first statement is immediate from the corresponding
statement for the respective Jacobi transform. For the second we note that
:&
3
2
=
1
2
(m#+m2#&4)=
dim(X )&5
2
=
dim(X )&3
2
&1.
Again appealing to the corresponding statement for the respective Jacobi
transform, we must have
J( f )_:&32&+1=_
dim(X )&3
2 &
as desired. (Alternatively one can check case by case the condition
J( f )>:& 32 in the table.) K
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The above result can be applied to obtain a result concerning Fourier
inversion of general functions on X as follows. Given a function f on X, the
Fourier transform is given by
f (*, b)=|
X
f (x) e(&i*+\) A(x, b) dx, (3.5)
where x= g b O and b=kM # B=KM, A(x, b)=H(g&1k), H being the
H-function in the Iwasawa decomposition. Note that the Fourier transform
is defined if say f # C c (X ); for the Banach space L
2(X ) there is a
Plancherel theory [He3]. If f # C c (X ), then Helgason [He3] proved the
inversion formula in the form
f (x)=
1
2? |

0
|
B
f (*, b) e(i*+\) A(x, b) |c(*)| &2 db d*, (3.6)
where db is the normalized measure on B and, d* is the Lebesgue measure
on R. This formula becomes (3.4) in the case where f is K-invariant. A
variation on (3.6) was considered in [S, B]; i.e.,
f (x)=
1
2? |

0
P* f (x) |c(*)| &2 d*, (3.7)
where
P* f (x)=|
B
f (*, b) e(i*+\) A(x, b) db
=( f V .*)(x).
The convolution in the last formula is defined via the group structure; i.e.
(x= g b O),
( f1 V f2)(g)=|
G
f1(h) f2(h&1g) dh.
The second form (3.7) is convenient for certain applications of harmonic
analysis. In particular, it was shown in [B] that P* f (x) is defined for
f # L p(X ) for some 1p2 and is continuous on X_[0, ) when
1p<2. It should be noted that the Fourier transform (3.5) may not exist
for integrable functions on X, in contrast to the case of Euclidean space.
We need a formula relating P* f (x) to the spherical mean of f defined by
Mhf (g)=|
K
f (gkh) dk. (3.8)
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Notice that h  Mhf (g) is K-invariant. Further, if f # L p(X ), then this map
is in L p(X ) and its spherical transform is defined as an absolutely con-
vergent integral, 1p<2. In [B] the following formula is proved.
Lemma 3.3. Let f # L p(X) for some 1p<2 and set u(x, y)=Mhf (g)
where x= g b O and y=h b O. Then
u^(x, } )(*)=P* f (x).
Definition 3.4. Let f be locally integrable on X. We say that f is
piecewise smooth relative to x # X, if the map t  Matf (x) is piecewise
smooth on [0, ), in which case the differentiability index of f at x,
J( f ; x), is the differentiability index of this map.
In analogy with the spherical case the spherical partial sum is
fM(x)=
1
2? |
M
0
P* f (x) |c(*)| &2 d*.
Combining the above discussion with Theorem 3.2 we obtain the following
result.
Theorem 3.5. Let f # L p(X ) for some 1p<2 be piecewise smooth
relative to x # X. Then limM fM(x) exists if and only if
J( f ; x)_dim(X )&32 & .
Moreover, if the latter condition is satisfied then limM fM(x)=M0+f (x)=
limt  0 Matf (x).
A variation on this result for Fourier inversion in the form of (3.6) can
be obtained by considering the class of functions f which satisfy
|
X
| f (x)| e\d (0, x) dx<. (3.11)
Such functions have Fourier transforms defined as absolutely convergent
integrals [B].
Corollary 3.6. Let f satisfy (3.11) and be piecewise smooth relative to
x # X. Then limM fM(x) exists if and only if
J( f ; x)_dim(X )&32 & .
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Moreover if the latter condition is satisfied then limM fM(x)=M0+f (x)=
limt  0 Mat f (x).
The proof of part (iii) of Theorem 3.2 and the identification of the limit
in Theorem 3.5 and Corollary 3.6 depends on a formula relating the spheri-
cal transform of a function on even dimensional rank one spaces to that of
an associated function on a certain odd dimensional real hyperbolic space,
the content of the next subsection.
3.1. Transplantation to Odd Dimensional Real Hyperbolic Space
In [K], Koornwinder considers the operator defined by the formulas
A(#, $, :, ;) f (t)=|

t
f (s) A(#, $, :, ;)(t, s) ds, t>0,
where
A(#, $, :, ;)(t, s)=
22(#+$&:&;)1(#+1)
1(:+1) 1(#&:)
sinh 2s(cosh s):&;&#+$
_(cosh2 s&cosh2 t)#&:&1
_F \#+$&:+;2 ;
#&$&:+;
2
; #&: ; 1&
cosh2 t
cosh2 s+ .
(3.12)
For :=;=&12 , this is the Abel transform in the Jacobi framework with
parameters (#, $). We denote by 8 (#, $)* (t), Jacobi function of the second
kind with parameters (#, $); the formula of use to us is the content of the
following [K].
Lemma 3.7. Let #>: and Im *> &:+|;|&1, then
A(#, $, :, ;) \ 8
(#, $)
*
c#, $(&*)+=
8 (:, ;)*
c:, ;(&*)
. (3.13)
We will be interested in applying this formula in the case where * is real,
consequently we assume henceforth that |;|<:+1 and that :>&1, con-
ditions which are valid for the parameters associated with the spherical
functions on the rank one symmetric spaces of noncompact type and
assumed in Section 2. Using the basic relation [K]
. (:, ;)* (t)=c:, ;(*) 8
(:, ;)
* (t)+c:, ;(&*) 8
(:, ;)
&* (t) (3.14)
valid for *  iZ and t>0, one obtains the following result:
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Proposition 3.8. The following formula is valid for t, * # R:
. (:, ;)* (t)=|c:, ;(*)|
2 |c#, $(*)| &2 |

t
. (#, $)* (s) A(#, $, :, ;)(t, s) ds. (3.15)
Proof. The formula for t>0 and *{0 follows by substituting (3.13)
into (3.14) and using the relation |c:, ;(*)| 2=c:, ;(*) c:, ;(&*), valid for
* # R. That the formula holds for *=0 follows from the fact that the c-func-
tion terms involved have removable singularities at *=0. The validity of
the formula at t=0 can be deduced from the estimate [K] |. (#, $)* (t)|
const(1+t) exp(&\t), where \=#+$+1. K
We will examine special cases of (3.15) where the kernel A(#, $, :, ;)(t, s)
becomes an elementary function, i.e., does not involve the hypergeometric
function. As a consequence we show how to compute the spherical function
of radial functions on even dimensional rank one symmetric space as the
spherical function of an associated function on certain odd dimensional
real hyperbolic space.
Notation. We will continue the abuse of the symbol .* , so as to avoid
cumbersome introduction of more symbols. For a rank one symmetric
space X, the spherical function, c-function, and 2-function will be denoted
.X* , cX , and 2X , respectively. If X=H
m, the real hyperbolic space of m
dimensions, the superscript and subscript will be replaced by m, the dimen-
sion parameter.
Case 1. (#, $)=(++1, &12), (:, ;)=(+, &12), +&12.
Here formula (3.12) becomes
A+(t, s)=8B(++1, 1)&1 sinh s,
where B denotes the Beta function (B(+, {)=1(+) 1({)1(++{)), and for-
mula (3.15) becomes
.(+, &12)* (t)=
8
B(++1, 1)
|c+, &12(*)|2 |c++1, &12(*)| &2
_|

t
. (++1, &12)* (s) sinh s ds. (3.16)
Differentiating we obtain the following reduction formula:
. (++1, &12)* (t)=
&B(++1, 1)
8
|c+, &12(*)|&2 |c++1, &12(*)|2
_\ sinh t t+ . (+, &12)* (t). (3.17)
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The subcase of the above formulas of interest comes from the choice
+=m&32, m=1, 2, ...; then the parameters (#, $)=(m&12, &12) and
(:, ;)=(m&32, &12) correspond to the real hyperbolic spaces H2m+1
and H2m&1, respectively, for m2. Formulas for the c-function [K] and
the duplication formula for the Gamma function lead to the expressions
c2m+1(*)=
2m&11(m+12)
- ? >m&1l=0 (i*+l )
, |c2m+1(*)| &2=
? >m&1l=0 (*
2+l2)
22m&21(m+12)2
.
(3.18)
Upon simplifying, Eq. (3.17) becomes
.2m+1* (at)=&
1
4
2m&1
*2+(m&1)2 \

sinh t t+ .2m&1* (at).
Finally, using induction and the fact that . (&12, &12)* (t)=cos *t, one
obtains
.2m+1* (at)=
(&1)m
4m
1 } 3 } } } (2m&1)
>m&1l=0 (*
2+l2) \

sinh t t+
m
cos *t. (3.19)
Case 2. (#, $)=(m&12, &12), (:, ;)=(m&1, &12), m=1, 2, ... .
The choice of parameters corresponds to the real hyperbolic spaces
H2m+1 and H2m, respectively. Formula (3.12) becomes
A(t, s)=2B(m, 12)&1 sinh 2s(cosh s)&12 (cosh2 s&cosh2 t)&12
_F \&14; 14; 12; 1&cosh
2 t
cosh2 s+ .
Applying the formula [L, p. 259]
F(+ ; ++12; 2++1; z)=\1+- 1&z2 +
&2+
and simplifying one obtains
A1, n(t, s)=212B(m, 12)&1 (2 sinh s)(cosh s&cosh t)&12.
Using the notation of the previous case, (3.15) becomes in this case
.2m* (at)=|c2m(*)|
2 |c2m+1(*)|&2 |

t
.2m+1* (as) A1, n(t, s) ds. (3.20)
This expresses a relation between the spherical function on H 2m with that
of H2m+1.
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Case 3. (#, $)=( 12 (d(n+1)&3), &12), (:, ;)=(
1
2 dn&1,
1
2d&1).
Here we develop an analog of (3.20) for the other even dimensional rank one
symmetric spaces which can be viewed as hyperbolic spaces over the complex,
quaternion, and octonion fields. The number d denotes the field dimension
(d=1, 2, 4, 8) and n denotes dimension of the space relative to the field. The
Jacobi parameters corresponding to X are given by (:, ;). In all cases the (real)
dimension of X is given by the formula dim X=dn. The case of Proposition 3.8
of interest here is to connect the spherical function on X (d2) with that of a
real hyperbolic space of dimension dn+d&1 whose Jacobi parameters are
#=[d(n+1)&3]2 and $=&12. In this case (3.12) becomes
Ad, n(t, s)=
1 \d(n+1)&12 +
1 \dn2 + 1 \
d&1
2 +
sinh 2s(cosh s)1&d (cosh2 s&cosh2 t)
d&3
2
_F \d&22 ;
d&1
2
;
d&1
2
; 1&
cosh2 t
cosh2 s+
We use the basic relation for the hypergeometric function [L, p. 258],
F(+ ; { ; { ; z)=(1&z)&+ to obtain
Ad, n(t, s)=B \dn2 ,
d&1
2 +
&1
sinh 2s cosh1&d s(cosh2 s&cosh2 t)
d&3
2
_cosh2&d t coshd&2 s
=2B \dn2 ,
d&1
2 +
&1
sinh s(cosh2 s&cosh2 t)
d&3
2 cosh2&d t.
(3.21)
The desired analog of (3.20) is
.X* (at)=|cX (*)|
2 |cdn+d&1(*)| &2 |

t
.dn+d&1* (as) Ad, n(t, s) ds. (3.22)
We can now prove the-following result which is an easy consequence of
the above formulas.
Proposition 3.9. Let X=GK be a rank one symmetric space of non-
compact type and even dimension dim X=dn, let f be K-invariant bounded
compactly supported measurable function on X, and set m=max(dn+1,
dn+d&1). Then the spherical transform f of f is given by the formula
f (*)=|cX (*)| 2 |cm(*)|&2 |

0
F(as) .m* (as) 2m(s) ds, (3.23)
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where
F(as)=2m(s)&1 |
|s|
0
f (at) Ad, n(t, s) 2X (t) dt, (3.24)
Proof. Absolute convergence of the integrals involved allows inter-
change of orders of integration. K
Notice that the function s  F(as) defines an even function on R, hence
defines a K-invariant function on Hmax(dn+1, dn+d&1) as we have written it.
In words, this formula says that spherical transforms of radial functions on
an even dimensional space can be computed via the spherical transform of
an associated radial function on an odd dimensional real hyperbolic space.
3.2. Proof of Theorem 3.2(iii)
In the case of real hyperbolic spaces, this result is proved in [P]. The
idea for the even dimensional rank one spaces is to transplant the problem
to an odd dimensional real hyperbolic space. Applying Proposition 3.9 we
have
fM(O)=
1
2? |
M
0
f (*) |cX (*)| &2 d*
=
1
2? |
M
0
|

0
F(as) .m* (as) 2m(s) |cm(*)|
&2 ds d*,
where m=max(dn+1, dn+d&1) and F is given by (3.24). This formula
tells us that limM fM(O) exists and equals limM FM(O) on H m, provided
the latter exists. The key difficulty to be overcome is the fact that the map
f  F does not preserve compact support or the property of piecewise
smooth (taking f to be the characteristic function of the unit ball in X will
verify this). This difficulty is circumvented in two ways as follows.
Wave Equation Approach. Here we appeal to the following result
indicated in [PT]. We supply the proof in the Appendix.
Proposition 3.10. Let F # L2(Hm) where m=2k+1 and fix x # Hm.
Then FM(x)  F(x) provided the spherical mean of F satisfies the following
two conditions:
(i) Dini ’s condition,
for some T>0, |
T
0
s&1 |MsF(x)&F(x)| ds< ; (3.25)
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(ii) for j=1 } } } k,
|

0
max(sinh2j s, sinhk+ j s)
s } \

sinh s s+
j
MsF(x)} ds<. (3.26)
In our case, x=O and F is given by (3.24). It is easy to see that
F # L2(H m). Also note that MsF(0)=F(as), the value of F at x=O is given
(by convention) by the limit, lims  0 F(as) computed in the following
lemma.
Lemma 3.11. Let X be an even dimensional (dim X=dn) rank one sym-
metric space of non-compact type. Let f be a K-invariant piecewise smooth
function on X. Define the piecewise smooth function f1 on [0, ) by the for-
mula f1(sinh t)= f (at). Then
F(as)=B \dn2 ,
d&1
2 +
&1
|
1
0
f1(v12 sinh s)(1&v)
d&3
2 v(dn2)&1 dv (3.27)
and lims  0 F(as)= f (a0+).
Proof. The fact that f1 is piecewise smooth is immediate. Substituting f1
into (3.24) and changing the variable by v=(sinh tsinh s)2 leads easily to
(3.27). Finally, since 10 (1&v)
(d&3)2 vdn2&1 dv=B(dn2, d&12), the limit
relation follows. K
Consequently, to conclude the proof of Theorem 3.2 we must verify con-
ditions (3.25) and (3.26) for the function F(as) with F(O)= f (a0+) where
f is piecewise smooth on X and J( f )[dn&32]. We assume d2; the
proof for d=1 is similar. Let 0=t0<t1< } } } <tq=R be the partition
associated with f and let 0<T<t1 . Then using (3.27) and the mean value
theorem we have for 0<s<T
F(as)&F(O)=B \dn2 ,
d&1
2 +
&1
_|
1
0
[ f1(v12 sinh s)& f1(0+)](1&v)
d&3
2 v(dn2)&1 dv
=B \dn2 ,
d&1
2 +
&1
s cosh {
_|
1
0
f $1(v12 sinh {)(1&v)d&32 v (dn+12)&1 dv,
where 0<{<s and depends on s. It follows that [F(as)&F(O)]s is bounded
and hence the Dini condition (3.25) is satisfied.
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In order to verify (3.26) we split the integral into three pieces, Ism , Imid ,
and Ilar , over the intervals (0, T ), (T, R1), and (R1 , ), where R1>R,
respectively. Each piece is handled using an appropriate differentiation for-
mula. We use (3.27) to handle Ism by writing Q(sinh s)=F(as). An induc-
tive argument shows that
\ sinh s s+
j
Q(sinh s)= :
j&1
l=0
hl (cosh s)
sinhj+l s
Q( j&l )(sinh s),
where hl is a polynomial with hl (1){0. The derivatives of Q may be com-
puted by differentiating under the integral sign in (3.27), hence the
integrand for Ism is bounded for j=1, ..., k=m&12.
For the third piece, Ilar , using (3.24)
F(as)=2&(dn+d&3)(cosh2 s&1)&(dn+d&3)2
_|
R
0
h(t)[cosh2 s&cosh2 t]
d&3
2 dt,
where h(t)= f (at) 2X (t) cosh2&d t. If s>R1 , then F is C  and we may dif-
ferentiate under the integral sign. Again an inductive argument gives the
identity
\ z+
j
(z2&1)a (z2&d 2)b=(z2&1)a& j (z2&d 2)b& j Pj+2(z, d ),
where Pj+2 is a polynomial of degree j+2. Recognizing that sinh s s=
(cosh s), we have after simplification
\ sinh s s+
j
F(as)
=2&(dn+d&3)(sinh s)&(dn+d&3+2j)
_|
R
0
h(t)[cosh2 s&cosh2 t](d&3)2& j Pj+2(cosh s, cosh t) dt.
It follows that |(sinh s s) j F(as)|C(sinh s)&(dn+3j&2) for sR1 and a
suitable constant C. Hence the integrand in Ilar for s>R1 satisfies the
inequality
sinhk+ j s
s }\

sinh s s+
j
F(as)}Cs&1(sinh s)&((dn2)+2j&(d&2)2&2)
and is integrable on [R1 , ).
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Finally, it is in handling Imid that the full hypothesis that J( f )
[dn&32] (=(dn2)&2 for d2) comes into play. We must see that the
partition points of f do not produce any non-integrable singularities in
(sinh s s) j F(as) on the interval [T, R1] for j=1, ..., k. Equivalently,
(sinh s s) j H(s) has no non-integrable singularities on [T, R1], where
H(s)=|
s
0
h(t)[sinh2 s&sinh2 t](d&3)2 d(sinh2 t)
and h(t)= f (at)(2 sinh t)dn&2. Since h has a zero of order dn&2 at t=0,
our hypothesis implies that (sinh 2t t) l h(t) is continuous for 0l
dn2&2 and is piecewise smooth for l=dn2&1. Integration by parts gives
H(t)=Cl |
s
0 \

sinh 2t t+
l
h(t)[sinh2 s&sinh2 t](d&3)2+l d(sinh 2t), (3.28)
for l=0, ..., dn2&1 and constants Cl . Another integration by parts yields
the structural form
H(t)= :
tls
dl[sinh2 s&sinh2 tl](dn+d&3)2
+Cdn2 |
s
0

t \

sinh 2t t+
(dn2)&1
h(t)[sinh2 s&sinh2 t](dn+d&3)2 dt,
(3.29)
where the constants dl reflect the jump discontinuities of (sinh 2t t)dn2&1
h(t). Since integrability of (sinh s s) j H(s) is equivalent to integrability of
(sinh 2s s) j H(s) on the interval in question, from (3.28) with l=
dn2&1 it follows that the latter is integrable on [T, R1] for j=
1, ..., k&1=(dn+d&4)2. Applying (sinh 2s s)k in (3.29) shows that
the worst singularities in the first term are of order [sinh2 s&sinh2 tl]&12,
which are integrable on [T, R1] and the second term is continuous. This
concludes the verification of (3.26) and the first proof of Theorem 3.2. K
Heat Equation Approach. Here we consider the initial value problem
associated with a natural heat equation on X, namely
ut=(L+\2) u, u=u(x, t), (x, t) # X_(0, ),
(3.30)
u(x, 0)= f (x),
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where f is a radial smooth function on X. Harmonic analysis suggests a
solution of the form
u(x, t)=
1
2? |

0
e&*2tf (*) .X* (x) |cX (*)|
&2 d*, (3.31)
a formula certainly providing a strong solution to (3.30) for f # C c (X ).
Alternatively, the solution may be expressed via convolution with the heat
kernel,
u(x, t)=( f V ht)(x), (3.32)
where ht is the heat kernel, which may be characterized via its spherical
transform ht@(*)=e&*
2t. In the case of odd dimensional real hyperbolic
space we have the following elementary result; the proof is left to the reader
and is a standard argument based on (3.32) and estimates of the heat
kernel on Hm (e.g., [D, p. 179]).
Lemma 3.12. Let F be a bounded K-invariant measurable function on
Hm, m=2k+1, with limr  0 F(ar)=L exists. Let u(x, t) be the solution of
(3.30) with initial data F. Then limt  0 u(O, t)=L.
Returning now to (3.30) where f is piecewise smooth K-invariant func-
tion on X, we have from (3.31) and Proposition 3.9
u(O, t)=
1
2? |

0
e&*2tF (*) |cm(*)|&2 d*, (3.33)
where F is the spherical transform of F given in (3.24) on H m and
m=max(dn+1, dn+d&1). From (3.24) we see that F is bounded and
continuous away from O # Hm, and Lemma 3.11 provides the desired
behaviour at O. Consequently limt  0 u(O, t)= f (a0+). Applying integra-
tion by parts in (3.33) at x=O we can write
u(O, t)=2t |

0
Me&M2tfM(O) dM.
Since J( f )[dim X&32] we know by Proposition 3.2(ii) that fM(O)
converges; by the above discussion u(O, t)  f (a0+) as t  0. Hence by an
elementary Abelian argument the two limits must agree concluding the
proof of Theorem 3.2. K
Remark. We note that while the heat equation approach above gives a
seemingly shorter proof, the proof depends fully of the results of Section 2.
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The wave equation approach actually provides another proof of the exist-
ence of the limit of fM(O) under the hypothesis on J( f ) as well as the limit
identification; the results of Section 2 are needed here to provide the
necessity of the hypothesis.
4. FURTHER RESULTS
The transplantation scheme has been used in this paper to solve the
problem of Fourier inversion. It has other applications, e.g., one can use it
to prove the PaleyWiener theorem for the spherical transform on even
dimensional rank one symmetric spaces, as the same theorem on odd
dimensional real hyperbolic spaces essentially boils down to the Paley
Wiener theorem for the cosine transform on the real line. Foreshadowed by
the two proofs in Subsection 3.2, we give two other applications of the
scheme which suggest geometric content. Specifically we give an explicit
formula for the heat kernel and an explicit solution formula for the wave
equation initial value problem on even-dimensional rank one symmetric
spaces.
The heat kernel is given in the following result.
Proposition 4.1. Let X be an even dimensional (dim X=dn) rank one
symmetric space of non-compact type. The heat kernel on X is given by
hXt (ar)=|

r
hmt (as) Ad, n(r, s) ds,
where m=max(D+1, D+d&1), Ad, n is given in Subsection 3.1, and hmt is
the heat kernel on Hm.
Proof. Apply (3.20) for d=1 and (3.22) for d2 to the relation
htX@(*)=e&*
2t. K
It should be noted that the heat kernel on H m when m is odd takes
elementary form and may be computed using (3.18) and (3.19).
The natural wave initial value problem on X takes the form
utt=(L+\2) u, u=u(x, t)
u(x, 0)= f (x) (4.1)
ut(x, 0)=0.
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Proposition 4.2. Let X be an even dimensional (dim X=dn) rank one
symmetric space of non-compact type and let f # C c (X ). Then the solution
of the wave problem (4.1) is given by
u(x, t)=C sinh t \ sinh t t+
(m&1)2 1
sinh t |
t
0
Masf (x) Ad, n(s, t) 2X (s) ds,
where C=C(d, n) is a constant and m=max(dn+1, dn+d&1).
Proof. Harmonic analysis gives a solution formula in the form
u(x, t)=
1
2? |

0
cos *t P* f (x) |cX (*)|&2 d*.
Writing fx (as)=Masf (x) and using Lemma 3.3, this may be written
u(x, t)=
1
2? |

0
cos *t fx@(*) |cX (*)| &2 d*.
We may now apply Proposition 3.9 with fx and Fx replacing f and F,
respectively:
u(x, t)=
1
2? |

0
cos *t Fx@(*) |cm(*)|&2 d*.
This last formula has the interpretation as being the solution U(O, t) of
(4.1) on Hm at the origin in H m with initial data f replaced by Fx . Since
m is odd, the latter is given by (e.g., [PT])
U(O, t)=Cm sinh t \ sinh t t+
m&12
sinhm&2 tFx (at)
and the result follows via the explicit form of Fx (note that the roles of t
and s are interchanged from that in (3.24). K
The point of interest here is not the content of the above results, rather
the method of proof. In the case of H2k both can be obtained via
Hadamard’s method of descent (e.g., [D] for the heat kernel). This
suggests the question of geometricgroup theoretic interpretation of the
transplantation scheme given in Subsection 3.1, likely via interpreting
(3.20), (3.22), and (3.24) in terms of Radon transforms and Hadamard’s
method, a topic we leave for later work.
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APPENDIX. PROOF OF PROPOSITION 3.10
In the case m=3, this result is in [PT]. The spherical partial sum of the
Fourier integral is written [PT]
FM(x)=
2
? |
M
0
sin Mt
t
u(x, t) dx,
where u(x, t) is the solution of the wave initial value problem utt=
(L+k2) u with u(0, x)= f (x) and ut(x, 0)=0. The solution has the explicit
form)
u(x, t)=Ck sinh t \ sinh t t+
k
(sinh2k&1 t M tF(x)),
where Ck is a constant. Viewing sinh t t as (cosh t) we get by apply-
ing Leibniz rule and an inductive argument
u(x, t)= :
k
l=0
sinh2(k&l ) tPkl (cosh t, sinh t) \ sinh t t+
k&l
M tF(x),
where Pkl is a polynomial of degree l such that P
k
l (1, 0){0. Let ,(t) be a
bump function with ,(0)=1; then
FM(x)=
2
?
:
k&1
l=0
|
M
0
sin Mt
t
sinh2(k&l ) t Pkl (cosh t, sinh t)
_\ sinh t t+
k&l
M tF(x) dt
+
2
? |
M
0
sin Mt
t
(Pkk(cosh t, sinh t) M
tF(x)&,(t) M 0+F(x)) dt
+
2
?
M0+F(x) |
M
0
,(t)
sin Mt
t
dt.
The last term tends to M0+F(x) as M  . From Lemma 7.1 in [PT] we
have 1 cosh
k tt |M tF(x)| dt<, so we can apply the RiemannLebesgue
lemma and (3.25) to deduce the convergence to zero of the next-to-last
term. The other integrals tend to zero by virtue of RiemannLebesgue also,
in view of the explicit hypothesis (3.26).
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